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Maximise Financial Impact with Data-Driven Solutions
Spend Visibility

Activate Spend Visibility quickly
and easily.

Rapid data unification and
classification to UNSPSC level 3.

Pinpoint opportunities to improve
and simplify cost management.

Improve your ability to report,
forecast, respond to the market
and optimise your operational
resilience.

Payment Analytics

Command fiscal control amidst
volatility.

Quickly articulate and size opportunities
to release working capital benefits.

Optimise treasury payment strategies
across your supply base.

Leverage thought leadership in
payments innovation inspired by the
partnerships with have with leaders
such as MasterCard and HSBC.

Third Party Risk

Proactively manage supply chain
risk, sustainability and diversity.

Streamline the process of
identifying, assessing and
mitigating risk.

Embrace proactive data
management to navigate regulatory
changes.

Enhance ESG reporting to meet
ethical sourcing standards.

Join our ConversationBook a Demo

Consolidation plays a crucial role in the success of digital
transformation across your supply chain. Visibility across your spend
and AP data will enable you to streamline operations, enhance
collaboration, optimise costs, mitigate risk and foster true innovation.

Activate cost saving
and dormant liquidity

Scale inline with your business needs 

With your classified spend data at the core, you can take
advantage of a plethora of supply chain management tools
at any time. These include:  

Spend Visibility
Payment Analytics
Third Party Risk Management 
Vendor Compliance
Procurement Management 
Payment Optimisation 
Contract Management 

Centralising your supply chain management function on
RobobAI’s AI driven platform will inherently improve the
quality of financial insights you can draw from the AI’s
continual analysis and optimisation of large volumes data,
empowering finance and procurement leaders to make
astute decisions quickly.

The power of RobobAI is that it genuinely offers a single source of truth
across your supply chain. 

Through a simple process of data ingestion, we morph disparate data into rich
visualisations  that instantly gift you clarity to see high level spend patterns with the
ability to drill into the detail of untapped opportunities to active cost savings and
release dormant liquidity.

Partnering with RobobAI means unlocking potential across your supply chain. Regardless of which stage of your
transformation journey you are at, we are here to make it easy.

We can start with a strategic consulting to help articulate your business needs or we can stand up the platform
quickly to deliver urgent insights and value. If you would like to start delivering measurable results and long-term
growth, contact us today to schedule a demo.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/robobai/
https://twitter.com/RobobaiGlobal
https://robobai.com/robobai-demonstration/

